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Keep up with the latest daily buzz with buzzfeed daily newsletter! Most English lessons boil down to the question of how to speak English. There are other goals, but learning to speak English will help you communicate with others, and lead to better test scores on TOEFL, TOEIC, IELTS, Cambridge and other exams. To know how to speak English, you need
to have a plan. This guide on how to speak English provides an outline that you can follow to learn how to speak English. If you already speak English, this guide will help you improve your knowledge of speaking English faster. Average from six months to three years When you learn English, you first need to find out what type of English student you are. Ask
yourself, for example, why do I want to speak English? Do I need to speak English for my work? Do I want to speak English for travel and hobbies, or do I mean something more serious? Here is an excellent worksheet What type of English student? help you find out. Once you know what type of English student you are, you can start to better understand your
goals. Once you know your goals, you will better understand what you need to do to speak English well. This is a similar understanding of what type of student you are. Write down a list of things you would like to do with your English. Would you like to speak fluent English in two years? Would you like to have enough English to travel and order food in the
restaurant? Understanding exactly what you want to do with English will help you learn to speak English because you will work on your goals. Before you start learning English, you will need to know where to start. Taking an A-level test can help you understand what level you are at and then you can start using resources suitable for your level to learn how
to speak English well. Of course, you will learn not only English, but also how to read, write and use English in different settings. These quizzes will help you find your level. Start with the initial level test and then move on. Stop when you get less than 60% and start at this level. Start TestIntermediate TestAdvanced Test Now that you understand your English
learning goals, style and level it's time to decide on your English teaching strategy. The simple answer to the question of how to speak English is that you need to speak as often as possible. Of course, it's harder. Start by deciding what type of learning strategy you'll have. You want to study alone? You want to go to class? How much time do you have to
spend studying English? How much are you willing to pay to learn to speak English? Answer these questions and you will understand your strategy. If you want to know how to speak English, you will also need to know how to use English grammar. Here are my five best tips on how to speak English with good grammar. Learn grammar from context. Do
exercises that times and from a short reading or listening to the selection. When you learn English, you need to use muscles. Read the grammar exercises aloud to help you learn how to use the right grammar while speaking. Don't do too much grammar! Understanding grammar doesn't mean you're talking. Balance grammar with other English learning
tasks. Every day, take ten minutes of grammar. It is better to do just a little bit every day than a lot once a week. Use self-study resources on this page. There are plenty of grammatical resources that you can use here on the web to help you improve. If you want to know how to speak English, you will need to have a plan for speaking English every day. Here
are my top five tips to make sure you speak - not just study - English every day. Do all the exercises using your voice. Grammatical exercises, reading exercises, everything should be read aloud. Talk to yourself. Don't worry about being heard. Speak aloud in English to yourself often. Choose a topic every day and talk for one minute about this topic. Use
online exercises and speak English using Skype or other programs. Here are a few practice English speaking sheets that you can get started on. Make a lot of mistakes! Do not worry about mistakes, do many and make them often. To make sure you know how to speak English on a wide range of topics, you will need a lot of vocabulary. Here are some
suggestions and resources that you can get started. Create a vocabulary of trees. Vocabulary trees and other fun exercises can help you group your vocabulary together for faster learning. Follow the new vocabulary you learned in your folder. Use visual dictionaries to help you learn more vocabulary faster. Choose whether you want to learn vocabulary
about topics you like. There's no need to study vocabulary that you don't care about. Study a little vocabulary every day. Try to learn just two or three new words/expressions every day. If you want to learn English, you don't have to worry too much about reading and writing. Nevertheless, it is good to learn to read and write in English, as well as to learn to
speak English. Don't forget to use your own reading skills in your native language. You don't have to understand every word. Practice writing short texts on blogs or for comments on popular English learning websites. People expect bugs on this site and you will feel very welcome. Read for pleasure in English. Choose the item you like and read about it. As
you type, do not transfer directly from your own language. Make it simple. Learning English also means learning to speak English. Learn about English music and how it can help with English pronunciations. Learn about typical pronunciation errors made by people who speak your native language. Consider using a pronunciation program to help you learn
better pronunciation through practice. Get a dictionary that has good phonetic to help you understand the sounds of English. Use your mouth! Kiss! every day, the more you exercise, the better your pronunciation will be. Using English as often as possible is the key to learning how to speak English well. Join English learning communities online and practice
speaking English with others using video chat software. Join local clubs that focus on speaking English, talking to tourists and giving them a helping hand. If you have friends learning to speak English, reserve 30 minutes each day to speak English together. Be creative and create as many opportunities as possible to speak English. Be patient with yourself. It
takes a while to learn to speak English well. Do not forget to take your time and treat well. Do everything every day, but only ten to fifteen minutes more boring tasks. If you want to improve listening skills, just listen to the radio for fifteen minutes, rather than an hour. Within ten minutes of grammar exercises. Never do much English. It is better to do just a little
every day, rather than a lot just twice a week. Make mistakes, make more mistakes and continue to make mistakes. The only way you will learn is by making mistakes, feel free to make them and make them often. Learn to speak English about the things you like to do. If you enjoy talking about the topic, it will be much easier for you to learn how to speak
English well in less time. PatienceTimeWillingness make mistakesMeachers who can speak EnglishBooks or internet resources in English Picture: Thomas Barwick / DigitalVision / Getty Images If you call it cola no matter what is in the glass, you speak one version of South American English. But do you know which one? In this quiz, we'll introduce you to
verbal choices that tell us what type of American English you speak. Let's hope you get a little bit of a feel for yourself, too. You won't believe some of the words other parts of the country use for things! In New England, they call the water fountain a bubble. In North Dakota, a casserole is called hot food. Even the words you use every day can sell the area that
most influenced the development of your language. Whether from nature or upbringing, your way of speaking can be traced back to specific parts of the country. After we analyze it, we will tell you what type of English you are talking about. Read our questions carefully and make decisions as below. One dishonest answer could throw off your results, so the
words you use are best chosen. There's no need to worry about you being a vocabulary genius. Your cheerful tips will direct us in the right direction. Next time someone asks where your accent came from, you'll be able to tell them! PERSONALITY can we guess where you live in the UK based on how you speak? 5 min Quiz 5 min PERSONALITY, which
American accent do you have? 5 min Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Can we guess what state you live in based on your emotional responses to these situations? 6 minute quiz 6 min Can we guess which state you belong to based on the words you use? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY is your brain more EMT or nurse? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min
PERSONALITY Test Your Mental Mettle and We'll Guess Your Age! 6 minute quiz 6 min trivia are you smarter than a 12-year-old? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY Could You Cut As An Elementary School Teacher? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Tell us your musical preferences and we'll guess what year you graduated from high school 5 Minute
Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA You don't have to be a Genius to pass this knowledge quiz, but it would help 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is octane rating? And how do you use the correct noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers a reliable and understandable explanation of how
the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day to compelling photos and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! Every week we send knowledge
questions and personality tests to your inbox. By clicking the Register button, you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or over. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, společnost System1
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